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• Creating Value Propositions (Beilenson)

• Getting to Know the C-Suite (Eder)

• Experience from the Field (Porth)

• Developing Your Value Proposition (All)

Our program
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Creating Value 
Propositions



What is a value proposition?

“A clear, simple statement of the benefits, both tangible 

and intangible, that the company will provide, along 
with the approximate price it will charge each customer 
segment for those benefits.“

(Lanning and Michaels, McKinsey and Co., 1988)
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Why value 
propositions?

• Helps make the intellectual leap into the “market”

• Provides awareness of multiple stakeholders and their demands 

• Powerful way to understand barriers and pathways to change
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It starts 
with your 
stakeholders 

• Who needs to adopt/buy in to 
your practice change?

– Health system/hospital/SNF leadership in your 
setting or beyond

– Peer clinicians in your setting or beyond

– Community agency leadership or staff

– Caregivers and older adults

– Payers

– Regulators

– Investors

• What are your relationships?

• Scan and prioritize
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• What are their “jobs?”
– Functional, social, 

personal/emotional

– What is most important?

• What are their “pains”?
– Undesired outcomes, 

problems, obstacles, risks?

– Pain severity?

• What are their “gains”?
– Required, expected, desired, 

unexpected?

– Which are nice to have, need 
to have?

*Osterwalder et al. (2014). Value Proposition 
Design. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons. 7

Building a 
stakeholder profile*



Value 
= 

Benefits - Costs
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(Gains      – Pains)



Types of 
benefits

• Better 
outcomes/quality

• Cost-savings, cost 
reductions, revenue 
gain

• Connection to broader 
strategic goals

• Clinician satisfaction

• Professional prestige

• Brand burnishing

• Stock price ˄
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Types 
of costs, risks
• Time (to implement)

• Financial costs (new 
salaries, cost of capital, 
etc.)

• Distraction from other 
priorities

• Psychological costs 
(requiring folks to give 
up previously held ideas 
or habits)

• Unintended 
consequences
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Creating more 
value

• Can you reduce financial and 
time costs?

• Can you adapt the 
intervention to create greater 
benefits?

• Can you connect it to other 
priorities?

• Can it be scaled sufficiently 
to create impact beyond your 
program?
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Delivering Your 
Value Proposition

• What does your 
stakeholder prefer?

• Multiple touches – change 
takes time

– “No just means we have to 

have a longer/another 
conversation.”

• Honing the value 
proposition
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The Aging Brain Care 
Value Proposition
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The View 
from the C-Suite

Dennis Eder
Managing Director, Strategic Health Group LLC (CA); Senior 

Leader, Practice Change Leaders Program



Where we are headed….

• Who lives in the C-Suite?

• What do they do?

• Why should you care?
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Occupants of C-Suite

• Two main judges of the value 
proposition
– Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

– Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

• Other “Chiefs” live here too
– COO, CIO, CMO, CTO, CSO, CCO, CNO ….
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Duties of a CEO
• Works with the board, doctors, community, 

employees and other stakeholders

• Strategist

– Mission, vision and long range direction

• Administrator

– Achieve business goals via management 

– Patient care and safety!
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Duties of CEO (con’t.)
• Financial

– Promotes services produced in a cost-effective 
manner

• Compliance

– Instills culture of compliance

– Ensures government  and accreditation regulations 
are met
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Concerns of Healthcare CEO’s
Findings from PwC Annual CEO Survey

“Technology, demographics and new customer 
expectations are transforming healthcare. But 
few are ready.”

Source: 17th Annual PwC Global CEO Survey – Key findings in the 
healthcare industry February 2014
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Concerns of Healthcare CEO’s
PwC Annual CEO Survey (con’t.)

• 86% of healthcare CEOs believe technological 
advances will transform their businesses in the next 
five years

• 84% see demographics as transformative trend

• Change in customer expectations

– 94% plan to alter customer growth/retention 
strategies 

– 84% plan to alter their channels to market
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Concerns of Healthcare CEO’s
PwC Annual CEO Survey (con’t.)

• 69% plan a joint venture or strategic alliance

– Very difficult to navigate and execute

• Human resource concerns are high on the list

– 53% want to hire more people in the next year

–63% are concerned about 
finding people with the 
right skills
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Dirty Little Secret:  Skill 
Shortage

• Post-reform world order requires new skills

• Many leaders do not have them

• You can help them learn

– How geriatrics helps achieve system’s 
goals
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CEO Employment 
Security???

“Healthcare leads all sectors for 
CEO turnover at 17%, a near 
record high…19% are currently 
conducting a job search.”

Source:  Doug Smith, CEO of B.E. Smith Executive Search
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Responsibilities of CEO

On the hook for EVERYTHING
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CFO’s Job--Past
• Bottom-line focused

– Increasing and managing revenue

– Managing costs

• Ensure management of entity balance sheet

– Liquidity for day to day operations

– Access to capital
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CFO’s Job--Now
• No longer a “super-accountant”

• Greater involvement in strategy development

• Post-reform---helping to “run the business”

• Continued emphasis on daily operations

– Revenue cycle management (“collections”)

– Cost cutting (“efficiency”)
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CFO’s Job—Now (con’t.)
• Key role is helping clinical executives run their 

businesses.  Examples include:

– MD employment arrangements

– New value-based payment structures 

– Economics of moving to population 
health

– ROI of case management
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Summary of C-Suite Jobs

CEO---Create the plan

COO---Execute the plan

CFO---Finance the plan
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Why Should You Care?
• These executive determine the fate of your 

programs
• Does your project have a value proposition that 

makes:
– Strategic sense?
– Can be executed?
– Is financially viable?

• Learn the Lingua Franca of the C-Suite:

– Finance/Accounting

• Develop a relationship!!!
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Experience 
from the Field



Creating Value 
Propositions for a 
Transitional Care 

Program

Jennifer Porth, MSW

Director, Ambulatory Case Management

Palmetto Health (Columbia, SC)



ACTT (Ambulatory Care 
Transition Team)

• Program established in August 2010

• Purpose: to establish a community based model of care 
for high risk patients, irrespective of payer source, 
that bridges the care between the hospital and the 
patient’s medical home

• Tagline for ACTT: Providing “seamless care from our 
hospital to your home”

• Working with patients at risk for 30 day rehospitalization 
(Hx of rehospitalizations, frequent ED use, new chronic 
disease diagnosis with need for f/u)

– Readiness to change & willingness to participate 
evaluated prior to ACTT admission



Value Proposition 
for the C-Suite

• Connect to the organization values & mission/vision

• Build case for program through patient stories

• Focus on intervention resulting in brand loyalty in 
targeted community

• Cost to C-Suite/Health System: Staffing, up front 
investment, loss of revenue from reduced 
readmissions for funded pts, CMS penalty avoidance, 
decreased hospital LOS



Value Proposition 
for the Physicians

• From knowledge gained through intervention, 
physician provided with additional insight resulting in:

– Enhanced care to the patient

– Better clinical judgment with “complete” picture of 
patient

– Less physician time spent on patient barriers

• Cost to physician: None; potential gain with bonuses 
tied to improved clinical outcomes



Value Proposition 
for the Patients

• Connect to organizational mission

• Opportunity for his/her voice to be heard regarding 
his/her healthcare

• Cost to patient: time, energy, focused attention

• Shared process of goal-setting:

– Patient –focused

– Attainable

– Fits into patient’s frame of reference
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Worksheet/ 
Discussion
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Worksheet and Discussion

• For your practice change, who are your stakeholders?

• Which is most important, comes first?

• For that priority stakeholder, what kind of value does the intervention provide 
for them?

• Do they care about that value?  How do you know?  How can you find out?

• What are the financial costs and benefits? Can you describe these in terms 
that matter to this stakeholder?

• Is your intervention/program a threat to their work/business?

• What other types of value could your intervention provide?

• How might you adapt your intervention/approach to create better value?



Next Steps/
Resources

• Web resources

• ChangeAGEnts365.org

• Change AGEnts 
webinars, resources –
stay tuned



Take Home Points
• Value proposition will vary based on intervention/program 

characteristics and context

• Understand and meet the needs of the decisionmakers, 
particularly in the C-Suite

• Consider types of cost analyses upfront to inform 
development of value propositions

• Starting early in program development process important to 
develop meaningful value propositions

• A research team can not do it all.

– Important to bring on consultants at beginning of 
program design and at the end to scale evidence and 
shape value propositions as needed


